Adaptation of the resting states of accommodation.
Without an adequate stimulus to focus, the eyes accommodate for a "resting state" that averages about 1.6 diopter (D) (62 cm). The resting state can be made more "myopic" by adaptation to a near accommodative or vergence stimulus. In the present experiment, 21 subjects were tested for adaptation to both types of stimuli. Resting state was measured before and after adaptation in the dark (dark focus) and in the presence of an illuminated empty field. The authors found that preadaptation resting states were more myopic in the light field than in the dark test conditions; accommodative and vergence stimuli produce myopic shifts in dark and light field resting states; and a subset of the subjects show much larger aftereffects in the light field conditions. These subjects also show the largest difference between preadaptation dark- and light-field measures. Differences between dark- and light-field measures of resting state in these and other experiments may require a re-examination of the hypothesis that there is a single resting state for each subject.